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play with online players1. Technical Field
of the Invention This invention relates

generally to communication systems and
more particularly to radio frequency

integrated circuits used in such
communication systems. 2. Description of
Related Art Communication systems are
known to support wireless and wire lined
communications between wireless and/or
wire lined communication devices. Such

communication systems range from
national and/or international cellular
telephone systems to the Internet to
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point-to-point in-home wireless networks.
Each type of communication system is
constructed, and hence operates, in

accordance with one or more
communication standards. For instance,
wireless communication systems may

operate in accordance with one or more
standards including, but not limited to,

IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth, advanced mobile
phone services (AMPS), digital AMPS,

global system for mobile communications
(GSM), code division multiple access
(CDMA), local multi-point distribution
systems (LMDS), multi-channel-multi-

point distribution systems (MMDS), radio
frequency identification (RFID), and/or

variations thereof. Depending on the type
of wireless communication system, a

wireless communication device, such as a
cellular telephone, two-way radio,

personal digital assistant (PDA), personal
computer (PC), laptop computer, home
entertainment equipment, RFID reader,
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RFID tag, et cetera communicates directly
or indirectly with other wireless

communication devices. For direct
communications (also known as point-to-
point communications), the participating

wireless communication devices tune
their receivers and transmitters to the
same channel or channels (e.g., one of

the plurality of radio frequency (RF)
carriers of the wireless communication
system) and communicate over that

channel(s). For indirect wireless
communications, each wireless

communication device communicates
directly with an associated base station

(e.g., for cellular services) and/or an
associated access point (e.g., for an in-

home or in-building wireless network) via
d0c515b9f4

Counter-Strike (CS) had a great value in
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